AEO TOOL
Is Your AEO Application Stalled Because It’s Proving to be a Herculean Task?
Authorised Economic Operator (AEO) status allows companies to take advantage of simplified procedures,
reduced time-critical customs controls, and the privileges of reduced guarantees—but it is a rigorous process.
While obtaining and maintaining AEO authorisation gives your organisation a distinct competitive advantage
when it comes to international trade, it can be a herculean task for customs managers. Collecting and
organising data scattered throughout the organisation is not only time-consuming but error-prone and difficult
to manage. Excel spreadsheets just aren’t a sufficient management tool for gathering input from multiple
collaborators and organising, reviewing, and validating it in a coherent way.
Using Customs4trade’s Customs Accounting System (CAS) AEO Tool, you can compile the data you need via
one centralised hub. Our experts are available to analyse your self-assessment and provide guidance to ensure
your application meets the AEO requirements. You can rely on us to help you prepare everything you need to
be approved and authorised by customs authorities.

KEY BENEFITS
1

Collaboration. Cloud-based platform allows for simultaneous contributions from stakeholders in different
departments and locations speaking different languages.

2

Centralisation. All the data for your AEO application can be compiled and accessed via a single,
centralised hub, eliminating the use of cumbersome spreadsheets.

3

Automation. Assign questions and create an automated workflow to get answers.

AEO TOOL
KEY BENEFITS (cont.)
4

Dashboards & Reporting. Get a real-time view of completion status of your self-assessment.

5

Expert Support. C4T’s customs specialists can review your self-assessment prior to submission to ensure
all of the requirements are met.

HOW IT WORKS
Streamline the Collation and Organisation of Information
The application for AEO authorisation involves filling out a detailed and extensive self-assessment
questionnaire that requires input from a variety of internal stakeholders across departments.
C4T’s cloud-based CAS AEO Tool streamlines the process, significantly reducing time spent by both your
internal AEO co-ordinator and various stakeholders. It supports simultaneous collaboration among
contributors in different locations with different language backgrounds and provides detailed explanations of
questionnaire content in a variety of languages. Questions can be assigned to users and coordinators can
easily query the system to find out real-time status.

“

Customs4trade is an excellent service provider for our company. They have
succeeded in creating a specific AEO tool to assist us in the certification process. The tool
facilitates the self-assessment in a structured and manageable way.
Rik Legrand, Business Process Consultant & Responsible Hardware Change Management, Atos Worldline
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AEO TOOL
MAIN FEATURES
Collaboration
Collaborate online
Gather data from all sites in the EU in one single platform
Assign questions to different stakeholders across the organization
Create an automated workflow to get questions answered
Customs Authorities can get access on request
Available in all the EU official languages, except Irish

•
•
•
•
•
•

Automation
Create an automated workflow to assemble answers for disparate teams
Upload functionality for supporting documents for each question
Automatic alerts to users when new questions are assigned
Review status of questions/answers and redirect questions/answers to different roles

•
•
•
•

Visibility
Display questionnaire results
Overview of questions assigned, rejected, marked for review, completed, and validated
Ad-hoc reporting on completion status
Content of reporting can be modulated per question/site with the following information:
o Question status
o Remark status
o Log of users per type of user and time stamp (last used)
o Language version of question and answer
o Name(s) of document(s) uploaded
o External comments
o Internal comments
o Validation score

•
•
•
•

Configuration
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define different sites per legal entity
Create user profiles
Assign roles for each user (Assessment Manager, Responder, Reviewer, Validator)
Request and assign AEO questions to different sites
Assign questions to users
Segregate access to information based on user and/or role
Re-start functionality to enable re-assessment using content from previous assessment
Get AEO authorised fast and get it right the first time. Contact us today for a demonstration
of how the CAS AEO Tool simplifies and accelerates this complex and time-consuming process.
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